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Meet the Committee

Chair's Message

Sharon Reid

sharant
Chair

This is the last issue of Seeker from the
current committee and contains our Annual
Report explaining what we have achieved this

Caz Turver

Border Caz
Treasurer

past year, as well as information on our
upcoming elections. It’s important that our
members get involved in the elections whether to vote, nominate or stand for the
role of one of the eight committee member

Graham Haddock

Grahamthegray
Secretary &
Webmaster

Arthur Griffiths

Griff Grof
Communications &
Editor
Dominic Murray

Geocaching Womble
GLAD Manager (joint)

posts. If you have something to say or do,
please get involved! If you don’t want to stand
for election but still want to get involved in
helping geocachers, why not become one of
our GAGB Friends?
Also in this issue we have an article on ‘How
to Plan a Geotrip’, which might be useful if
you are thinking of attending the Geocaching
20th Anniversary Celebration next year in
Seattle and ‘In Conversation with The
Wombles’, a founder member and former
Chairman of the GAGB.

Richard Tucker

richt2000
GLAD Manager (joint)

This year, we had just six committee
members, and I’d like to call out our newbies
Mel and Richard for their amazing work, and
they both took on major roles right away. In

Mel Read

Moira Crackers
Shop Manager

fact I would like to thank all the committee
for working very well as a team this year,
with just six committee members and
combining roles everyone has worked well
and contributed this year. Well Done.
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NEWS ROUND-UP
GAGB roving event report
The GAGB held its fourteenth roving event at the
Gateway Cafe & Information Centre, Cotswold Water
Park, on Sunday October 20th. Cachers from near
and far attended to enjoy some geochat and learn
more about the GAGB. The event also offered an
introduction to geocaching for members of the
public, so we might have some new cachers in the
area!
Photo credit: Griff Grof

YOSM Adventure Lab
GAGB's Adventure Lab is now live. It pays tribute to
the YOSM Virtual cache (GCTBC), which was
archived in 2017. Ten Lab caches now exist at the
most popular YOSM locations by finds. If you
complete this Adventure Lab, you will have travelled
the length and breadth of Great Britain. Good luck!
The Adventure Lab can be viewed here.
Photo credit: richt2000

Geolympix Mega 2020 Published
Details of the next Geolympix Mega event have now
been confirmed. It will be held on August 30th 2020
at Stowe Gardens, which is a National Trust
property. The event listing has now been published,
and more information can be found in its
description: GC8C8C9

MEGA
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GAGB CITO WEEK
In September, the GAGB promoted its first ever CITO Week, following six successful annual CITO
Weekends. Here, we take a look at the range of CITOs that were organised and celebrate what they
achieved.

In total, 16 CITOs were held across England,

A cumulative total of 197 'Attended' logs

and a further 2 were sadly cancelled.

were posted on GAGB CITOs. We estimate

Unfortunately, none went ahead in Scotland or

that this is amounts to over 300 people.

Wales. These involved a diverse range of tasks -

Thanks to everyone who took part - as a

from litter picking, to pond restoration and

host or attendee - you all did a great job

ditch digging.

and helped give something back!

SATURDAY 14 SEPTEMBER
Newton farm ecology park
Newton Farm Ecology Park is located in Harrow.
This CITO involved litter picking, the tending of
plants

and

trees

and

general

habitat

maintainence. It was organised by Brian~! and
VeronicaCozens.
Photo credit: VeronicaCozens

Photo credit: VeronicaCozens

Monkton Park, Chippenham
This litter pick in Chippenham, Wiltshire was very
well attended. It was organised by The Wombles.

Photo credit: The Wombles
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chesworth farm, horsham
Organised by Flookfinders, and held in association
with Horsham District Council Rangers, this
unique CITO involved ditch digging and footpath
pothole filling.
Photo credit: Flookfinders

Sunday 15 SEPTEMBER
ironbridge gorge
Geocachers took to the Shropshire town of
Ironbridge to clean up a number of locations
throughout the town and along the gorge. This
litter pick was organised by Grahamthegray and
Border Caz.

Photo credit: Grahamthegray

Moira furnace & Ashby Canal
A litter pick in Derbyshire, organised by Moira
Crackers, along the canal tow paths and around the
woodland area of Moira.
Photo credit: Moira Crackers

Tuesday 17 SEPTEMBER
MAGPIE BOTTOM, Bristol
This CITO was held to help the Friends of Magpie
Bottom Nature Reserve. The aim was to clear and
tidy up the orchard area, It was organised by
AngieMC.

Photo credit: AngieMC
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friday 20 SEPTEMBER
east Gloucester
The purpose of this CITO, organised by fizzwhizz, was
to mulch farm track hedge to prepare for tree
planting this autumn.

Photo credit: fizzwhizz

saturday 21 SEPTEMBER
backhouse park, sunderland
This CITO included litter picking, removing invasive
plants, and general habitat maintenance. In total, 18
bags of green waste were collected. It was organised
by Evil-Geocaches, danielodespero and Geocaching
Womble.

Photo credit: danielodespero

Harrow View Point
A litter pick organised by Woodmen2, who noticed
that the area was in need of a CITO following a
geocaching event held there in July. It's a lot cleaner
now!

Photo credit: fam.gustavsen
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Fordbridge park, spelthorne
This CITO involved litter picking and the clean-up of
the River Ash. In total, 15 bags of rubbish, 1 motor, 1
hosepipe and 1 piece of guttering were collected. It
was organised by carmichael0578.

Photo credit: carmichael0578

Hucclecote Meadows
The aim of this CITO, located on the periphery of
southeast Gloucester, was to dig out reed and
vegetation from the central area of a pond. Other
tasks included clearing away scrub. Organised by
Monski.

Photo credit: Monski

Sunday 22 SEPTEMBER
Hucclecote Meadows
Another CITO, also organised by Monksi, was held
here on the final day of GAGB CITO Week. The main
task was to create bug hotels to offer habitats for bugs
and small mammals.
Photo credit: Monski
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Roborough Down, Devon
GeoOldham organsied this litter pick, which
helped clean up Roborough Down in West Devon.

Photo credit: GeoOldham

eccleshall
Two tasks were available at this CITO - litter
picking throughout the town, and clearing
vegetation blocking a footpath. lt was organised
by sharant.
Photo credit: Jennthefunkyranger

Willington Pits Nature Reserve
This CITO in Derbyshire, organised by richt2000,
involved willow clearance in reed beds, with the aim
of increasing the reed bed size to allow bittern to
nest. Last year's CITO led to 2 pairs of nesting Bittern
for first time.
Photo credit:richt2000

Springfields park, cheltenham
The rain did not stop cachers turning up for this litter
pick. In addition to ten bin bags, two bicycle wheels,
parts of two scooters, a hub cap, a football, and a
large play car were collected! Organised by Griff Grof.

Photo credit: Griff Grof

Well done everyone, great work! Until next year... in the meantime, we encourage you to attend as
many CITOs as you can, as they really do make a positive difference. You can find one near you
using our Events Calendar.
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Our

Scottish

Adventure

emmakeeling, 89deanok & Littlelegs14
Our caching family absolutely love Scotland,
so we try to visit at least once a year. When
Aberdeen won the bid for the 2019 Mega we
were super excited, and began to plan a
roadtrip.

enjoyed the walk up to the monument (which
is free, you only need to pay to climb the
tower). We enjoyed the views, and also
finding the answers to the Earthcache,
William Wallace HQ (GC65CAQ).

We started our visit with four nights in
Sterling, with our caching and camping
buddies KaosCL and BigLynx.

We met up

with Fly2Live2Fly, with the focus being the
“Dark

Caches”

by

Landsbanki.

I

unfortunately have little time to puzzle,
however KaosCL and F2L2F have been on a
solving spree, and with approximately 70
solved, we headed off on various trips to find
as many as possible. The terrain in places
was

challenging,

but

the

finds

were

rewarding, in a nice variety of spots. It was
great to spend time walking the Stirlingshire
countryside, even if the rain did pour on us
while we are in the middle of a field with no
cover… definitely recommended (GC6Z6DF).
Whilst in Sterling, Hubby and I had to take
LittleLegs14 to the Wallace Monument, where,
back in 2011, he proposed to me. Here we

'Journey's End' signpost at John o' Groats
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Onto the Mega we headed, and had a great 6
days exploring Royal Deeside. Our highlight
of this trip had to be completing the Explore
Royal Deeside Geotour, which involved
finding caches with codewords, or business
stamps, from 15 or more caches or
participating

local

businesses.

On

completing your passport, you sent this to
VisitAberdeenshire, and they validate and
send you a nice shiny geocoin! Highlights of
our Geotour were the visits to Braemar Castle
(GC5XQJC) and Drum Castle (GC5XQH9). Find
out

more

about

the

Geotour

at

www.visitabdn.com.
During our Mega visit, we also enjoyed
finding the 67 Munro’s Mysteries Geoart
series of puzzles and Wherigos (GC8435Q),

which once found, form a great Munro
shaped Geoart on the map. The Wherigos had
been particularly fun, as we were able to
complete these at home, prior to our visit,
which involved many hours wandering
around a playing field, matching pairs and
pretending to be Pac-Man!
Following the Mega we headed North into the
Highlands, to the Black Isle, just north of
Inverness. We stayed on a fantastic Campsite
in the village of Fortrose, where we overlooked
the beautiful Moray Firth. Fortrose is a lovely
village, with a bakery, butchers, Co-op and
great café, and a spectacular ruined
Cathedral, with a great Earthcache (GC6J9JK).
We were also lucky enough to see dolphins
playing in the waves, just down the road at
Chanonry Point (GCHF8M), which LittleLegs
loved!

The ruins of Fortrose Cathedral
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During our stay in the Highlands, we visited
the very interesting Findhorn Eco Village,
with a village store, play area, pottery, art
studio and much more – oh and they had a
cache in the parking area! (GC3C8GJ). It was
great to wander around the village and look
at the eco homes, all slightly different to one
another, and see how the people here are
living, it really looks like a great community
to be a part of.
The highlight of this part of the trip was
abandoning the caravan for the night and
heading even further north to John o’ Groats.
On route we decided to stop off at Grinigoe
Geo Earthcache (GC6TDGA). Sinclair Girnigoe
Castle is incredibly dramatic,

a ruin,

certainly, but a beautiful ruin, and well worth
visiting. We were able to explore the castle,

along with its incredible views, before heading
further north to Britain’s most northerly point
at Dunnet’s head (GC6G3AN). We continued
onto our final destination for the night, at
John o’ Groats, where we had a booked a
cabin. With a failed BBQ, we ate from the
local food truck, and enjoyed taking photos at
the Journey’s End sign, and solving the
Earthcache (GC6EQ0T). With the Journey’s
End Sign not having a virtual, I am now
working towards having my virtual reward
placed here, as a memento of my trip!
(GC891E9)
From John o’ Groats (or more specifically Gills
Bay) we set sail with our caching wagon to
Orkney, arriving in St Margaret’s bay. We
took in the amazing views and sites of the
Churchill Barriers (GC6MK3B), the Italian
Chapel, built by Italian POW’s in WW2
(GC4FJ5X), and found an absolute gem of a

Sinclair Grinigoe Castle
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Old airfield tower at RNAS Twatt Airfield

place at RNAS Twatt Airfield (GC3C3J8) where

After a great trip, we took the long drive home

we were able to take a good look at the old

to the Midlands, stopping overnight at Tebay

airfield tower, old camp and old runway.

M6 Services (Southbound), which is home to

With the tides working in our favour, we were
able to visit the Brough of Birsay, which you
can only access at low tide, via a walkway.

“The Smallest Stone Circle in the World” – at
least according to GC59521. This was a nice

Here are extensive remains of a Viking Age

way to finish off our trip around Scotland and

and Pictish settlements, with a nice old

would recommend it to any of our caching

Virtual to find the answers for (GCK5J7).

friends!

The walkway to the Brough of Birsay
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How to plan a
Geotrip
By Jennthefunkyranger
Since returning from her trip to Denmark (see page 18), Jenn received several messages from
cachers wanting advice on planning such a trip. Here it is!

STEP 1: BOOK TRANSPORT
I like to do everything on as small a budget as
possible, so I look at the budget airlines. This
time, I flew from Manchester, my nearest UK
airport, to Copenhagen, with an early

only once you’ve passed them you can take it
out again…). Also turn up at the airport at a
good time, I was the last person allowed to
take my bag in the cabin before people were
made to check them in at the gate because of
space.

morning flght out so I arrived in Denmark at
10am, and flew back at 10pm, meaning whilst
I was there for just two nights I had almost
three full days. Sometimes flying to regional
airports rather than the main airport is a lot
cheaper, and for Copenhagen the nearest is

STEP 2: BOOK ACCOMMODATION

actually Malmö airport, in Sweden, and only
30 mins from Copenhagen by train. Going for

I recommend doing your research on this. No,

just two nights, in summer when it was hot,

seriously. As previously mentioned, I do

meant flying on hand luggage only was easy

everything on as low a budget as possible. This

and saved money (and time – no waiting at

means I’ve stayed in some right dives, like the

baggage reclaim). If doing this remember

youth hostel down a dingy alley in the middle

liquids – I use shampoo and conditioner bars

of the Red Light district in Amsterdam (I was

rather than bottles, these don’t count to your

still a student at that point – my budget was

liquid limits as they’re not liquid! Cutting off

even more limited!), an EasyJet hotel in Luton

a bit of each, and a bit of soap and putting

where a room with a window was an optional

them in a pill case meant far less space taken

upgrade, laying down I could touch opposite

up. And some airlines, like EasyJet, who I flew

walls at the same time and the bathrooms and

with, don’t allow you a separate handbag, it

doors were the same style as those on the

all has to be in the same case (for the gate

plane.
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Last time I went to Copenhagen I stayed in a

THINGS

TO

REMEMBER

youth hostel again (Amager, near the airport,

HIRING A CAR

WHEN

and it is somewhere I would recommend) but
in Denmark even the youth hostels are not

Location of the hire place – I hired from

cheap, and since my last visit AirBnB had

somewhere

sprung up, providing cheaper options. I went

meaning I then had to contend with

for the cheapest this time, but didn’t do my

driving on the wrong side of the road, in a

homework, and ended up in a room with no

left hand drive car a lot smaller than I’m

light, only a large lamp in the corner, a very

used to, in a capital city, on little sleep.

dubious plug socket meaning charging my

Hiring from the airport often means

phone involved a bit of building towers with

you’re immediately on motorways etc. I

my bags to reach, and no door handle, just a

have driven abroad, and driven left hand

piece of string. Oh well, at least it was clean

drive cars before, so this wasn’t too

and the bed comfy!

daunting for me, but something to

in

central

Copenhagen

consider if you’re not used to this.
A credit card is useful! Many car hire
places take your credit card details so they
can hold a deposit, usually of the

STEP

3:

THINK

ABOUT

YOUR

ONWARD TRAVEL NEEDS

equivalent of £300-£500 in case you
damage the car. I don’t have a credit card.
The UK based agency I booked through
did not advise me of this until after I’d

The three caches I did were CoCoBox (GC549),

booked (I’ve not needed one previously,

High Tension in the Bog (GC103 – archived

hiring in Spain), and then were incredibly

not long after my trip), and Kippers in the

unhelpful,

Jungle (GC6A). High Tension and Kippers can

circumstances would I be able to collect

be done reasonably easily by train and bike,

the car, there was nothing they could do

I’ve been advised, but CoCoBox is harder to

and

get to, and when I researched it was a two

Fortunately the local agent was far more

hour journey one way on public transport,

helpful, told me there was no problem in

and the equivalent of £20. It’s 50km from

accepting my debit card instead, as long

Copenhagen so a reasonably quick drive, and

as it wasn’t a pre-paid card.

the hire car cost me £34. That gave me a lot

Insurance

more freedom to get around!.

additional insurance in case you damage

no

told

they

–

me

wouldn’t

it’s

under

refund

advisable

to

no

me.

have
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the car. You don’t need to get this at the
same time. Had I bought online when I got
the car it was an extra £20 (the car was
only £34), or would have been £15 with the
local rental company – it’s usually a lot
more than that! However I took out a
policy separately which cost me £6. The
downside was that if I had damaged the
car I’d have had to have paid out then
claimed back, but I decided that was
preferable when the initial outlay saved
me a lot of money.
Terrain and type of car – I went for the
cheapest option since I was only hiring for
a few hours, and ended up with a Smart
car. Fine for in the city, but didn’t cope so

well on the motorways, even sticking to the
speed limit, as in Denmark this is 110km/h,
which works out at less than our 70mph. A few
years ago in Spain I ended up with a 900cc
car, which wasn’t at all suitable for our
accommodation in a very hilly area, with
three adults in the car or on a motorway with
steep hills. Take your driving licence – sounds
obvious, you need to show it to get the car, but
my dad did once leave his sitting on the
mantlepiece and only realised once they were
at the airport, and not enough time to make it
home and back. It took cooperation from my
grandparents to get into their house to get it,
and then one of his friends to get the driving
licence from my grandparents and head
across the M62 on a motorbike, getting the
driving licence to them just in time!

Read all about Jenn's trip to Denmark and Sweden on page 18.

Wri an ar l fo

SEEKER

You'll earn the 'Seeker Writer' profile badge

Email all articles
to:

editor@gagb.org.uk
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In conversation with...

The Wombles

For this issue, Seeker caught up with The Wombles, aka Dave Edwards. Dave is a long-standing
geocacher and a founder member and former Chairman of the GAGB. He was also on the
committee of the UK's second Mega Event, held in Weston-super-Mare in 2009.

When did you start geocaching?
September 2001. There weren’t many caches
around then so it was a long drive from
Chippenham to do one (Queens Oak near
Reading GCBE3). We enjoyed it so much that
we decided to do another on the following
day when we found Glorious Gloucestershire
GC18FA. We were FTF on that one, a week
after it had been published.

How did you first get into geocaching?
I read an article in a computing magazine.
My wife gave me a GPS for my birthday and
later confessed that she thought it would be
one more gadget which would end up in a
drawer.

Has geocaching changed in any way since
you first started?
Geocaching felt like a secret society in the
early days. There was little chance of meeting
another cacher in the field. We wanted more
caches to find so we encouraged other people
to join. The idea of a Giga event would have
been ridiculous.

Dave in a Polish downpour

What are the origins of the GAGB? What
was the thinking behind it?
We were concerned that geocaching would
get banned or a bad reputation. GAGB was
invented to channel enquiries to people who
could positively inform and respond. We kick
started land owner permissions to help
cachers and to maximise our chance of
greater land areas to hide caches.

Do you have a favourite type of cache?
Virtuals. I have 13 (very old) ones, but new
ones are great too. Personally I think the
quality is higher.

What keeps you engaged with the game?
New ideas and the people. Cachers are lovely
people and always enthuse, getting me
interested in different aspects. I have cached
almost continuously since 2001 but I will
have cached more in 2019 than any other
year.

What’s the best cache you’ve found?
I’ve enjoyed going back through my finds to
identify this and there are so many. In the
end I decided on Hippos Below GC1C47M
because it was a challenge, muddy, and
enormous fun.
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What’s

your

most

memorable

day

caching?
A Roadtrip (shared driving) with madrab and
Simonthebridge when we flew into Vienna
and found caches in Austria, Hungary,
Slovakia, Poland and Czechia (having found

The Giga event in Great Moravia

one near Heathrow at 5am). It was about 1am
the following morning when we drove
through the Slovakia/Polish mountains and
wandered around a town square looking for
one inscription in Polish (there were
hundreds) and 3am when we arrived at the
site of the Giga event in Moravia GC6GB1B.

Road trip to Switzerland

We walked around the GPS maze at 3am
because it was open 24 hours and quiet (we
were

outnumbered

by

the

volunteers

present)! It was a fantastic day made all the
better for sharing it with friends.

What device do you use for geocaching? A
GPS receiver or smartphone?
I have a Garmin 66 and an iPhone. The
iPhone wins for convenience but the 66 is
For this virtual you had to be riding something
and we weren’t prepared...

much more accurate and is my device of
choice

Are you currently trying to complete any
geocaching challenges or goals (e.g. filling
grids, particular Challenge caches)?
In 18 years of caching I had never achieved
more than 60 days of continuous caching. In
2019 I'm well on the way to finding caches on
A fun cache in Lichtenstein completed around 1am

every single day.
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On the road again... Denmark and Sweden
By Jennthefunkyranger
My latest caching challenge is to try and get as much of my Jasmer grid
filled as possible (it may be a while before the required trip to Oregon for
the only May 2000 cache remaining is viable). I had already cleared off
five recently on a trip up to North East England, plus another two on a trip
to Benelux. Denmark had another three all within an hour’s drive of
Copenhagen, so was a logical next stop.
Day 1
I landed, and was through the airport pretty quickly – Copenhagen airport
is big but they’re efficient at getting you through, even though the gates with
passport control are a long way to walk – and then had my first challenge,
getting a ticket for the public transport! You can get 24, 48 and 72hr tickets,
I went for the 72 as that would cover my whole stay and was the equivalent
of £20. However on my previous trip, and this time, I found that the ticket
machines would not accept my debit card, last time I was able to pay at the
booth instead, this is no longer there so I had to go on a cash machine
hunt. Denmark, like us, kept their own currency, so leave your Euros at
home.
It was then across the city to the car rental place, quite a tense moment as
at this point I still had no idea whether or not I’d actually get the car, so it
was such a relief to get it, since one of my target caches was impossible
without it.

Ny a n, Cop

ga
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I then headed up to Asserbo to go and get CoCoBox, the furthest
out of the three caches I wanted. This is in a wood, and there is a
good sized parking area here, with picnic tables. If you have time,
there are plenty of other caches around, though not many between
the parking area and CoCoBox, which is around 1km from the
parking. The walk is through the woods, but it’s good terrain, and
I did it in sandals. I was there in summer in good weather,
otherwise sturdier footwear may be better. The cache itself was
well hidden, being in woods the GPS signal isn’t great, and it took
a lot of finding, especially as the spoiler pic is very out of date!
This one took a bit of luck and perseverance to find.
Once I was done here, I drove across the peninsula to the town of
Helsingør, which is also easily accessible by train from
Copenhagen, and spent a few hours here. The virtual at the castle
is worth getting, and you can also get a ferry across to Sweden –
there is a cache called “4km til Sverige” – 4km to Sweden. I also
unknowingly logged a cache here belonging to the cacher who
helped me with the webcam in Stockhom several years ago (before
the roaming charges were lifted) – she saw my log and recognised
my name!

It was then time to turn the car south back towards
Copenhagen, and go for the other two Jasmer caches.
High Tension in the Bog was the first. My first hurdle
here was parking. Being an old cache there are no
parking coords, and none listed for other nearby
caches. I missed the turning Google maps
recommended and it sent me a long way out of my
way to get back here again. I then wasn’t sure if I
could park at the top of the lane, but driving it didn’t
seem a viable option and I ended up doing a 5 point
turn on the small lane (hey, at least the Smart car was
good for something – in my own car this would have
been a reversing job). I then drove round for ages to see
if I could get at the cache from the other side, but
nearly an hour later ended up back at the top of the
lane, so decided just to leave the car there and hope for
the best (and there were no notes left / angry mobs
waiting for me etc on my return).

Lit

Mer

sa
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It’s a good 1.6km walk fr
om here to the cache, bu
t other than the
last 250m it’s on a dece
nt track. The last 250m
is across fields,
with several ditches an
d streams, so my advice
here is to stay
alongside the hedge un
til you’re right in line
with the cache
before heading over the
field. The listing advise
s wellies by this
point, but again, as it w
as summer and warm an
d dry I was fine
in sandals. The cache
itself was an easy fin
d, with a clear
cachers’ trail.
Finally it was onto Kipp
ers, my last of the three.
By this time it
was getting late, so I was
very grateful that parkin
g here is very
close to the cache unlik
e the other two – there
is a small dead
end street only about 30
0m from the cache whe
re I was able to
leave the car, and it was
a quick find. This cache
is on the edge
of Copenhagen itself, so
it only took me 20 min
s to then drive
back to the centre, and
if this is your only Ja
smer there you
probably can do it easily
on the local public trans
port.
It was then back to the
rental place to drop the
car off, over to
my AirBnB place, and th
e straight to bed as it w
as 9pm by this
point and I’d been up si
nce 3-30!
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Day 2
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was very close by so I could wash
It was then back to Copenhagen for the rest of the day,
sightseeing and picking up many of the virtuals.
Nyhavn is a great place to visit in Copenhagen, and is
also the start point for the Linie 991/992 Wherigo,
where you have to get on a boat (also included in your
travel pass) and wait till it hits the right area where
the final coords will be revealed – I got on a boat going
the right way and so didn’t have to wait long. Another
Wherigo, Kender du Kobenhavn? (Do you know
Copenhagen?), is only available in Danish, I didn’t
have time to tackle it but Google translate may be
needed, or hold an event when you’re there, and ask a
local cacher nicely to go with you! There are several
Earthcaches about also, but several involve going
inside buildings, so check opening times, I had to skip
one as I was there too late and it wasn’t open the day
after.

Ny a n, Cop
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Day 3
A last day, and another country. Malmö in Sweden isn’t far at all from Copenhagen, and the return
train ticket was the equivalent of £20. There are also buses going, and whilst there are fewer each
day the tickets are cheaper plus the view over the Oresund bridge is better – it’s a double decker
bridge and the trains go underneath so your view is obstructed by girders! Remember to put your
passport in your bag for this one, Sweden has recently reintroduced passport control, so we had a
wait at the first station over the bridge whilst border control came and checked all our passports.
Mine only had a cursory glance, but the guy opposite with a Singapore passport was thoroughly
questioned.
Malmö isn’t big, so a few hours will suffice. Again, the Wherigo was a good way of seeing the best
bits, as it takes you round all the main bits of the town, and all of the waypoints show up on the
map so you can do them in any order. Sweden also kept their own currency, so you may need to
visit another cash point here – the toilets by the bus station are not free and I discovered here that
my left over Swedish Krona from my last visit is no longer legal tender! Many places will accept
Danish Krona but with a value of 1=1, 1 Swedish Krona is less than 1 Danish Krona so it makes it
considerably more expensive to do it that way.
Once I’d exhausted Malmö I headed back on a far busier train, though quicker as there were no
border controls crossing from Sweden back into Denmark. I then spent the afternoon wandering
round the Tivoli area, then onto Storget, the main shopping area, then up to the citadel, picking up
several caches on the way. My trip ended with a visit to the Little Mermaid (who, as her name
suggests, is rather diminutive), and an event – not my own as I’d booked too late but that of another
British cacher, which then left me with just enough time to get back to the airport, collect my luggage
(for 60DKK you can leave a suitcase in left luggage, better than carting it round all day), get through
security, eat, and make it onto the plane, getting back to Manchester at 11pm.

3 Jasmers, 180km driven, and 95000 steps in three days – it did take several days for my feet to
recover! The above image is my Jasmer grid with the newly filled squares!
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What kind of clothing
should be worn whilst out
caching?

One of the most frequently asked questions
by new geocachers is: “What kind of clothing
should I wear if I’m going caching?”
I am fully aware that most experienced
cachers know the answer to this. So this
article is aimed at newer cachers.

By Dominic Murray
order to keep you warm. In addition, a GAGB
hoodie can be worn with a polo shirt
underneath. A pair of warm trousers should
also be worn.

Autumn
Whilst caching in urban environments
during autumn, a good durable all weather
coat should be worn. This will provide you
with enough heat during the autumn months
to keep warm and it will also help shelter you
from rain showers throughout your trip.
In the Countryside, a pair of waterproof
trousers are always useful. Additionally, a
GAGB hoodie is suitable as the temperature
gets colder. Hoodies can be purchased from
the GAGB online shop.

Winter
Rural: A pair of thick trousers should be worn
with, for example, a GAGB hoodie, a pair of
gloves and a hat to keep your ears and hands
warm. In addition, a good pair of wellies
should be worn to help you navigate safely
across areas that may either be frozen or
very muddy.
Urban: Whilst urban caching in winter, a
good pair of thick shoes should be worn in
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Spring
Rural: If caching in a rural area in spring, a
slightly thicker coat should be worn as you
may get caught in a significant shower or
storm, a good pair of hiking boots, pair of
waterproof trousers (to go over your normal
trousers) are also advised in the event of
severe rain.
Urban: A light cagoule coat is suitable for
most kinds of caching in light showers. A
polo shirt may be appropriate and a pair of
lightweight trousers suitable for walking
should be worn.

Summer
Rural: if caching in a rural area in the
summer, a GAGB polo shirt may be
appropriate with a coat suitable for bad
weather, a lightweight pair of trousers and a
decent pair of hiking boots depending on
where you are caching.
Urban: If caching in a urban area in the
summertime, a t-shirt or polo shirt with a
lightweight jacket and a pair of jeans might
be appropriate.
If you are missing any of these items, you can
purchase them at certain retailers using a
GAGB member discount code! See page 35.
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Reminder -

GAGB Committee Elections

All

GAGB

members

are

eligible,

and

encouraged, to participate (stand, nominate
or vote) in this year’s GAGB elections. As long
as you are an ‘active’ member (i.e. you have
interacted with us at some point in the last
three years), you will receive a ballot to your
registered email. Inactive members can
request one even after that. More details and
rules will be posted on the forum.
This year, there will be one election for the
eight Committee Member posts. There will
not be an election for the position of Chair,
as the incumbent Chair was elected for a two-

Committee elections (8 vacancies)
Nominations open: start of day Friday
November 1st 2019
Nominations close: end of day Friday
November 8th 2019 (eight days)
Acceptance & Manifesto in forum and
emailed to Michael Malvick (Ladybug Kids)
by the end of Saturday November 9th 2019
Q&A runs all day November 10th-15th (six
days)
Voting starts: start of day Saturday
November 16th 2019,
Voting ends: end of day Sunday November
24th 2019 (nine days)

year term in November 2018.
Each candidate needs to be 18 or over, and
nominations must be made in the relevant
thread in the GAGB forum during the
advertised

nomination

period.

Each

nomination must be seconded and accepted
by the nominee within that same period in
order to be valid. Where nominations exceed
vacancies, election shall be by ballot and will

Please make sure your e-mail address on the
GAGB forum is current.
The IRO will make an announcement in the
GAGB forums after the e-mails have gone out
so you can check your spam filter, in case you
don’t receive the link to the ballot. The IRO
may also send reminder and announcement
emails.

be run by Michael Malvick (Ladybug Kids),
who is returning as our Independent
Returning Officer.
SurveyMonkey.com is used to generate the
ballot. This streamlines ballot counting and
adds a layer of confidentiality between the
IRO and those who vote.

Please also visit the GAGB forums to keep up
to date with all the election news and follow us
on our Facebook Page and Twitter for updates
and announcements.
We encourage you to consider standing.
Check out the next page for more
information, including committee roles.
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GAGB needs your help!
GAGB is only ever what we make of it – we
can always do so much more. Take a look
through these potential jobs and see if you
fancy any of them. Please consider standing,
and feel free to contact any of the incumbent
committee members with any questions.

Main roles:
Treasurer: keeps the accounts in order,
and submits a statement of accounts for
the previous financial year (ending 30th
September) by the end of October.
Secretary:
minutes.

writes

and

Additionally,

circulates
the

the

Secretary

chases actions to ensure that they are
completed by the next meeting.

Public-facing roles:
GLAD Enquiries: respond to enquiries
from our voicemail and email systems
from people who have found a cache on

put them in touch with geocachers in the
right area. This is an exciting role for a
friendly communicator.
Social Media & Communications: manage
the GAGB’s social media accounts;
frequently post on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram. This is a key way to talk to and
interact with our members on a regular
basis. This role also involves writing and
sending out the GAGB’s monthly
newsletter.
Seeker Editor & Publisher: responsible for
sourcing (and writing) content that is
useful, interesting, and entertaining. The
publisher is in charge of getting the layout
right and making Seeker presentable. The
Editor and Publisher can be the same
person, or different people.
Friends Coordinator: leads our GAGB
Friends. Responsible for involving the
Friends in GAGB campaigns, activities and
events and making best use of their skills,
eagerness, and helpfulness.

Back-office roles:

their land, and help to resolve the dispute.
It’s an important and varied role and you
get to talk to all sorts of people.
General Enquiries: listen to voicemails or
read and respond to queries that are not
from landowners. These could include a
cache that had been found by a member
of the public, a new geocacher seeking
help, or the media. For example, in the
past Countryfile, Radio 2, Border TV, and
others have asked for contacts and we’ve

GLAD Database Manager: reviews the
database of landowner agreements, spots
problems, creates digital maps, and
documents any new agreements or
changes that come in. It also involves
coordinating with the Groundspeak wiki
and reviewers. Some simple HTML skills
are needed to edit and create the
agreements, but in the main it’s a job for
someone who is organised and likes things
to be ordered, sorted, and clear.
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Webmaster: make sure pages display

Fundraising: the GAGB often has a stall at

properly, fix any technical issues, and

larger events, and we need committee

continually tweak the site to make it ever-

members to run it.

better.

If

you

know

PHP,

HTML5,

Mailchimp or vBulletin (or are eager to

Meetings

learn), this is the job for you!
Shop Manager: managing stock, sending

We have online meetings, usually one per

out orders, and leading the effort to

month, and communicate between meetings

expand

using the forum and Facebook Messenger.

stock

i.e.

creating

new

promotional products. It is important to
get the orders correct and promptly sent

Time commitment

out. With between 3-7 orders a month,
this won’t be sweeping you off your feet!

This greatly depends on the role. Some

Publicity Officer: reach out to external

require a daily commitment, whereas others

companies to get discounts for our

can range from every few days to every week.

members, freebies to help fundraising

There might be more to do at certain times of

and sell advertising spots on our website

the year. On average, you can expect to spend

or Seeker.

a total of one to two hours per week on GAGB

New Members Admin: a shared role that

matters.

is usually held by several people, this is

members to help each other out and work as

where we catch spammers and fakes! Both

a team to get things done.

It

is

common

for

committee

Facebook and the website have new
member requests and responding to them

Summary:

promptly is important. It’s a nice and
simple daily ‘add-on’ role to have.

You’ll notice that we have more roles than the
eight places on the committee! In the past, we

Other things we like to do:

have often doubled-up and shared roles. Plus,
our Chair and Friends will pick up tasks that

GAGB Roving Events: these are well-liked,

none of the committee can handle.

and are typically organised by committee
members. They provide a chance for

If you’d like to help then please get in touch, if

attendees to learn about what the

you’d like to take on a role then please do

GAGB does and tell us what they would

stand, and if you think we are doing it all

like us to do!

wrong then please stand and help us get it

We also sell our

merchandise at these events.

right!
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GAGB Annual Report
of the Chair, Officers and
members of the committee
Chair's Report (Sharon Reid)

spring of 2020. The GAGB have helped the

This was my fourth year as GAGB Chair, my

project to understand geocaching and are

sixth year on the committee. My main aims

coordinating with local geocachers for the

this year were to continue to engage with and

different art projects around the coast to

help

advise and help place the geocaches.

our

members

and

to

introduce

In

geocaching to the wider public. In January I

October I also did an Introduction to

was

large

Geocaching talk for a Mother and Child group

Kegworth,

in Telford, installing the geocaching app and

Nottinghamshire, where I invited the UK

showing them how to find their first

Annual Mega teams for some stalls, Sussex

geocache. I am hoping to have many more

2020 and Lincolnshire 2021 and prepared

Introduction to Geocaching events next year.

for

‘Makers

I’m also involved with the web site. Our site

Workshops’ where geocachers can learnt how

has had a lot of ‘invisible’ overhauls, mainly

to make different and unusual geocaches.

around software systems, search engine, and

The event was very well attended and a great

mobile optimisation—we now have a site that

place for the new GAGB committee to meet (it

works reasonably on most types of device (is

was the first time all the new committee were

reasonably ‘responsive’). Together with Arthur

together) and after this year’s success we’ll try

and Graham, we are always overhauling our

it again in 2020. I’ve continued to reach out

website and systems, and we hope to launch a

to our members through other events too— I

new home page soon. I also had to update our

attended an event to launch another series

event page when the new Geocaching “API”

The

Hinckley,

was changed this year, as well as creating the

Leicestershire in January to continue the

Racing Hounds trackable race page and

success of the 50 Heroes project, I organised

writing the code to get the trackable data - our

another GAGB ‘Makers Madness’ in March

race rules were purposely quite complicated

and in September a small event in Kent to

but involved several edits when problems

publicise the GAGB’s Creative Coast Project.

arose.

This is an art project on the south coast of

This year I also stepped in when other

England from Essex to Sussex that will

committee members were away - responding

involved

geocaching

the

in

organising

event

event

Fantastic

at

including

Females

the

at

a

involve several geocaches to form another
Geotour, hopefully to go live during the

to GLAD emails over the summer and
processing some of our shop orders as well
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as answering lots of emails throughout the

were, with attendance of meetings shown:

year. One highlight was giving a phone
interview to a journalist writing an article on

Sharon Reid (sharant) - Chair - 10

Geocaching in London.

Graham Haddock (Grahamthegray) – 10

I was also involved in the design of our

Caz Turver (Border Caz) – 10

Cairngorms geocoin and the Racing Hounds

Dominic Murray (geocaching womble) –10

tags earlier in the year along with Caz.

Arthur Griffiths (Griff Grof) - 9

I attended most of the UK Mega events and

Richard Tucker (richt2000) – 7

organised the GAGB stall. Thanks also go to

Mel Read (Moira Crackers) – 7

all the people who helped the GAGB—both

Graham Roberts (moortrekka & Mrs) - 1

committee and Friends— as most of our fund

(resigned in January)

raising happens at stalls, and most of the
advice and awareness happens when chatting

Contact with the public:

to people at these events.

The GAGB have a telephone number & an

In September I hosted a fantastic CITO in

email address where members of the

Staffordshire clearing footpaths cutting up

public or geocachers can contact us. From

several large fallen trees that blocked

1st November 2018 to the time of writing

footpaths. It wasn’t the only GAGB CITO I

(mid Sep) we have received the following:

attended though – I hope you all managed to
help out at some, too?

Telephone enquiries: 17 (up from 13)
Email enquiries: 97 (down from 100)

Secretary's Report (prepared by Graham

Enquiries sent to Facebook page: 38

Haddock)
Ten committee meetings have been held

These can be categorised as:

in the 2018/19 term of office, all online:

Landowner: Complaints : 12

Dec, Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jul, Jun, Sep,

Landowners: Requests for help: 11

Oct. This year’s meetings have been a

New or renewal of agreements: 5

roughly equal mix of practical topics
(getting rotas organised for events, getting
and approving coin designs, and suchlike)
with long term plans.
Between meetings, we have discussions in

Media enquiries: 2
General enquiry: Existing geocacher:
13
General enquiry: New geocacher: 3
Public: Found ‘stray’ geocache: 3
Public: School / Business enquiry :14

the GAGB Committee Forum and any

GAGB Friends: 5

decisions made there are then recorded in

Membership: 6

the minutes of the next online meeting.

Website: 4

The members of the committee this year

Social media: 3
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Seeker: 4

the role of Secretary again. This year has kept

Shop: 2

me busy with the minutes from the meetings,

Events: 11

which often deviate off the agenda though this

Trackable Race: 11

has improved since the previous committee

CITO Week: 3

sitting. Have been involved in a writing a

SWAG Weekend: 16

number of articles for Seeker and the caches

Spam: 24

cartoon. You might have met me at a number
of the events the GAGB have been at this year,
roving event in January, Piratemania and

Key GAGB Statistics:
Membership +166 new members

GAGB CITO event in Ironbridge on the day

Total Membership: 2415 active members.

and side events throughout the week.

Facebook Page:

1,938 likes, 1,967

followers
Twitter Followers : 2,187

Caz Turver

Instagram Followers : 251

My 3rd year as Treasurer of GAGB is now

6,616 unique visits to website per month

drawing to a close; this year's accounts aren't

134,127 website page hits per month

finalised yet but the bank accounts are
looking healthy. I have kept the accounts up to

Graham Haddock

date, making sure we don't spend money

Well, been another busy year on the

unwisely but that all our bills are paid, and

GAGB monitoring web security and the

that all cash receipts are paid into the bank as

setting up of new users in which this year
we have received 166 new user requests,
a

number

of

resets,

and

website

inquiries. We have had a number of
other changes across the site we also

soon as possible. Like the previous year, we
have been a bit short handed as only 7 people
stood for election last autumn and then
unfortunately there was one resignation, so
other jobs had to be shared around and, by
working as a Team, we have coped.

investigated changing hosting after we

I have attended every meeting (despite being

had some technical issues but after these

out of the country for two of them – thank

were resolved the committee decided to

goodness we have the internet) and been

continue

hosting

involved

a

new

production of this year's Cairgorms Geocoin,

navigation bar although it looks the same

the latest in our National Parks series, as well

it has improved mobile compatibility.

as the Racing Hounds trackable tags and the

providers.

on
We

with

current

implemented

Created a number of souvenir badges for
the GAGB events and activities. Taking on

in

designing

and

arranging

pens and badges which we donated to the
Aberdeenshire Mega Team for inclusion in
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their supporters' packs. I represented GAGB

who took part. The SWAG Weekend was our

at events including the Yorkshire Christmas

biggest yet, and there was an increase in the

Fayre, our Start the Year event in Keyworth,

number of CITOs organised year-on-year.

Piratemania 12, Aberdeenshire UK Mega and

I have also been responsible for writing and

Geocoinfest 2019 in Manchester, helping to

sending out the GAGB’s monthly newsletter.

man our stall. Although I couldn't attend any

This was introduced at the start of the

of the CITO events, I obtained permission and

committee year to ensure that important news

liaised with the Council to provide bags for

and announcements were not restricted to

the litter pick at Ironbridge.

our social media channels, as we are aware

We had a bit of a problem with the GAGB
clothing suppliers at the end of 2018 which is
still ongoing, however our Shop Manager,
Mel, sourced a new supplier so we still have
branded

clothing

available,

along

with

geocoins, tags etc in our online shop.
At the Yorkshire Mega in August 2018 we
were unable to take card payments as our
contract expired. I sourced and set up a new
card

payment

machine

in

time

for

Piratemania this year and it has proved very
useful both there, at the Aberdeen Mega, and
at Geocoinfest.

Arthur Griffiths
The year, I have continued to run the GAGB’s
social media channels. Posts have been made

that some people don’t use these platforms
and posts are easy to miss for those who do
due to the algorithms used.
In March, I worked closely with Caz, Ant and a
designer to finalise the artwork for our fifth
National Park geocoin. After lots of tweaking,
we gave it the green light, and I am very happy
with the final product.
As we had a smaller committee this year, a
Seeker editor was not initially appointed.
However, I offered to take on the role in June,
and successfully released the summer and
autumn issues. Seeker now has a brand new
look, and profile badges have been introduced
to encourage members to submit articles for
publication.

on Facebook and Twitter on a daily basis,

It has been a big year for the GAGB in terms

with at least one post per month on

of events. This autumn, I organised two: a

Instagram. The Instagram Stories feature has

CITO in Cheltenham, and a roving event at the

been utilised more. A greater variety of

Cotswold Water Park. The latter served to

content has been shared across all platforms

promote geocaching and introduce members

- from recommended series’, to helpful

of the public to the game. I have also

resources and news. As a result, I am pleased

represented the GAGB at several events,

to report that post reach and engagement

manning the stall at our successful Start the

have increased this year.

Year event, the Aberdeenshire Mega and

Our SWAG Weekend and CITO Week were

GeocoinFest.

heavily promoted online - thanks to everyone

I am officially one of the webmasters, but my
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involvement in this area has been reduced as

the agreement and get it extended until next

the above commitments have consumed a lot

year. I have updated the database and have

of my time. I have, however, continued to

also added an additional agreement for the

tweak pages and make improvements where

Crown

needed.

Charitable Trust to the database this year

More generally, I have remained enthusiastic,

which was shared to the GAGB by an

providing input and ideas during and in
between committee meetings.
Overall, I have thoroughly enjoyed my fourth
year on the committee. The GAGB continues
to play a very important role - so much goes
on behind the scenes, and it has been an
honour to be a part of it. I would like to end
by thanking my fellow committee members
for their support.

Point

Estate

and

Whitlingham

association member.
As Publicity Officer I have helped gain quotes
for the new GAGB branded pens, helped out
on the GAGB stalls at both The Aberdeenshire
Mega and Geocoinfest Europe in Manchester.
I have attended a large number of events this
year including the GAGB Start Of The Year
event.

I

Sprayaway,

have

contacted

Mountain

Go

Outdoors,

Warehouse

and

Dominic Murray

Trespass regarding a potential discount for

This has been a great second year for me on

GAGB members to which they unfortunately

the committee. As a result of this, I would like

declined at this time. I have successfully

to say thank you to those whom nominated

extended

and seconded me last year. This year due to

Discount for a period of time this year. I have

low numbers on the committee I have taken

also Co-organised a CITO for the GAGB Week

on 2 jobs within the committee that as Joint

in September with a local community

GLAD manager and I have also filled the role

organisation in Sunderland. I have also

of acting publicity officer so I will explain

written a large number of advice articles for

what I have done this year for both jobs.

newer cachers in the GAGB Magazine Seeker. I

During my second year on the committee I

additionally helped with the design of the

have achieved the following tasks as GLAD

GAGB Geocoin for this year. I did this by

Manager: I have successfully renewed the

providing input to the final design.

Scottish Forestry Commission Agreement for
another year. They have changed their name
this year so and have been devolved to the
Scottish Government with a new name.
Their new name is Forestry and Land
Scotland. Due to this change I have had to
track down the correct emails again to renew

the

GAGB

Cotswold

Outdoor

If I am re-elected next year I intend to build
upon my work from the last two years and
help continue to expand and encourage new
cachers and people to the GAGB and continue
to make the GAGB remain relevant to the
average cacher.
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Mel Read

look forward to this all coming together for

This year I have enjoyed my role with GAGB

the February half term of 2020.

as Shop Manager and attending many events

The Two Mega's I attended Pirates and

to get us better known. Attending the New

Aberdeenshire were great for GAGB and the

Year roving event was great as this gave the

stalls went well as did the Diary and Map

first chance for all the committee, old and

Game and many funds raised.

new, to come together to meet for the very

I look forward to meeting more people next

first time.

year if I continue my role with GAGB.

As shop Manager I have managed the online
shop and after a bit of difficulty with the
original supplier have managed to source a
new supplier and negotiate a lower delivery
cost for the clothing with a quality and
acceptable time frame for delivery.
I have reached out to a few posts on social
media asking for help and either managed to
help over chat with problems, how to use the
app on the phone, how to download offline
caches and basic little things.
I really am looking forward though to getting
newbies off the ground, it is my intention and
I have managed to source a couple of second
hand GPS's to use with introductions to
geocaching in the future.
I was asked to attend a Round Table family

Richard Tucker
In January, I helped run the very successful
Makers event in Kegworth, Nottinghamshire. I
set up many of the tables and I ran the
crafting table for much of the day helping
cachers and kids make a variety of crafty
caches. The event was very well received. As
the

new

GLAD

committee

member,

throughout the year, I have answered the
majority of the emails and contacts to the
GLAD and contact email addresses. These
have varied from landowners asking if they
can place caches to landowners wanting to
ensure that geocaches are not placed on their
land. The communication method varied from

event to introduce them to the world of

email to voice. This included calling farmers

geocaching, this event went well, but with

in Wiltshire, responding to emails about

better planning of the area could have been

caches on the coast in Orkney and all parts in

made better.

between. Sometimes, the person contacting

The next event I do like this will be planned

the GAGB can be quite annoyed that someone

and they can either download the app onto

has been trespassing. I am proud to say that

their phone or borrow GPS units for a

each person who I dealt with had the issue

deposit, with caches already uploaded onto

resolved to their satisfaction.In May, I single-

them ready to find.

At the moment I am

handledly ran the well-received GAGB Roving

working with North West Leicestershire

event in Isleworth, West London (GC84K6Z).

council with a lady who runs activities to try

This helped increase the visibility of the GAGB

to encourage families to be more active. I

in a less well represented area
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and I was able to demonstrate what we do as

Former Committee Members

a committee to the 17 attendees of the event.

Graham Roberts resigned on January 14th.

At the Aberdeen Mega, I manned the stall for
most of the day, over and above my allotted

GAGB Accounts

time helping drive in visitors especially for

The financial year ended on September 30th.

the trackables and map game.

The accounts have been prepared by the

I attended the GAGB CITO in Moira Furnace

Treasurer, and are currently being audited.

organised by Mel and I ran my own GAGB

They will be published on the GAGB forum in

CITO in Derbyshire during September.

due course, and a summary will be made

I have contributed to Seeker throughout the

available in the next issue of Seeker.

year with an article and a number of
photographs.

Thank you

Throughout the year, I have provided input in

The committee would like to thank our GAGB

committee meetings on GLAD related issues.

friends and members for their support.

GAGB SHOP

Find the perfect gift for Christmas...
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MEMBER DISCOUNTS
15%
off

20%
off

15%
off

5%
off

5%
off

10%
off

5%
off
10%
off

5%
off

5%
off

5%
off

All codes are available to GAGB members at:
https://www.gagb.org.uk/forums/forumdisplay.php?64GAGB-Member-Discounts
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